
OSBORNE PLIERS & PINCERS

Osborne No. 93
Shoemaker's heel pincers or carpenter's pincers. Forged steel and
polished jaws. Cutting edge outside flush cut, inside bevel cut.

SHOEMAKER'S PINCER

Osborne No. 233
Drop forged. With box joint and carefully milled teeth. Polished head, black
enameled handles. 8 1/2” overall. Width of jaw is 5/16”. Weighs  13 oz.UPC
No. 54032.

LASTING PINCER

Osborne No. 98 (Serrated jaw)
 Osborne No. 98-S (Smooth jaw)

Drop forged from quality tool steel. Polished completely. Jaws are neatly
scored inside on the No. 98. Carefully designed to fit the hand.

Osborne No. DB1 (Serrated jaw)
 Osborne No. DB1-S (Smooth jaw)

Made of cast malleable iron. Extra wide jaws. Special small finger crook.
Nickel plated, popular style.

DUCKBILL PLIER
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Serrated jaws

CANTLE PLIER Osborne  No. 10
The forged nickel plated Cantle Plier is used to tightly form the leathers
around the perimeter of the cantle of a saddle.  The jaws are smooth so
they don't mar the leather.  They also can be useful for shaping leather
handles. 9” overall. 3/4” sidth of jaw. 1-3/4” jaw depth. Weighs 13 oz. UPC
No. 52024.

Osborne No. 301
End cutting nipper, compound leverage with spring return.
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Osborne No. 94
An excellent small nipper. Made of drop forged steel, solid jaws. Black
finished handle, polished jaws.  Flush cut.

END CUTTING NIPPER
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Osborne No. 80
Combination cutting nipper for tacks and nails.  This nipper cuts tacks and
nails in hard to reach places.  The extra length and curved front are useful
in cutting tack points protruding through an insole when shoemaking and
repairing.  Made of high quality tool steel.  Cuts flush and will leave no
upstanding burrs.  8-3/4" red vinyl grips. 12-3/4” overall. UPC No. 54084.

CUTTING NIPPER

SADDLERS' DUCKBILL PLIER
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CUTTING NIPPER



OSBORNE CUTTING NIPPERS
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Osborne No. 250
Perfectly mating rounded teeth secure no-slip on leather or canvas. Plier
is made with hammer jaw, the hammer acts as a lever if a strong pull is
required or can be used as a hammer.

CANVAS OR LEATHER PLIER
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Osborne No. 251
Same as Osborne No. 250 but with shorter jaw 1-1/2”. UPC No. 54044.

ARTIST CANVAS STRETCHING PLIER Osborne No. 249
This plier designed for today's trend to the clean line (or "hard edge") look
of canvas made taut over three sides of its wooden stretcher frame.
Parallel extensions permit pressure to be applied to the inner side of the
wooden stretcher. Works also on heavy and primed canvas.
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Osborne No. 91
This rugged drop forged nipper is ideal for cutting wire, nails, etc. Polished
head, vinyl grips.

Osborne No. 3377
Solid tough nipper for cutting wire, nails, etc. Vinyl grips. The toughest.

DIAGONAL CUTTING NIPPER

Osborne No. 299
Compound leverage construction makes for easy operation and cutting
hardened wire. The tolerance of the blades are firm enough for cutting soft
wire. Return spring is fitted and positive stop provided to facilitate handling.
Also available with vinyl grips and carded for display purposes.
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DIAGONAL CUTTING NIPPER
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DIAGONAL CUTTING NIPPERS

Osborne No. 299N Osborne No. 299PG
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